MRI assessment of ventricular function.
Cine-MRI is a robust non invasive technique able to assess regional and global systolic function of both ventricles. Conventinal cine-MRI was used for LV global function parameters both on horizontal long axis and vertical long axis, applying area-length methods, as in echocardiography. Recent developments of segmented k-space techniques allowed breath-held cine-MRI, making possible a rapid acquisition of the entire ventricles, both left and right. Using the Simpson's rule volumes are estimated with high accuracy, without any geometrical assumption; this method is considered gold standard for global function assessment. Regional function is studied by cine-MRI both qualitatively and quantitatively, as it represents the best technique in defining endo- and epi-cardial borders. The ability of quantify wall thickness and wall thickening makes cine-MRI highly suitable for stress-imaging, both in ischemia detection and viability assessment. Tagging is a novel technique, able to assess the complex mechanism of myocardial contraction and to quantify myocardial strain. Finally MRI is also able to assess diastolic function with phase velocity mapping.